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This person was Li Jingwen, and he was the eldest disciple of Blue Cloud Peak’s Peak Master. Among all 

the Blue Cloud Peak disciples, he was the most skilled. 

Li Jingwen’s eyes swept across those junior brothers. When he saw the bruises on their faces, a sharp 

look flashed across his eyes. 

“Really a useless bunch. You all actually got beaten up by a fellow who just entered the valley and still 

have the face to come and complain.” 

Those disciples trembled after being shouted at by Li Jingwen. 

Li Jingwen narrowed his eyes and spoke slowly. “Since Admirable Sky Peak has such an ill-behaved 

person, Blue Cloud Peak will not be that easygoing either. You all will go to Admirable Sky Peak with 

me.” 

Those Blue Cloud Peak disciples’ eyes brightened immediately, and they followed Li Jingwen. 

Blue Cloud Peak and Admirable Sky Peak had not been on good terms for a long time. Moreover, the 

Blue Cloud Peak’s Peak Master fully supported Full Moon Peak’s Peak Master as the acting Valley Master 

when the old Valley Master was recuperating back then. Unexpectedly, the position ultimately landed to 

Admirable Sky Peak’s Peak Master, Perfected Xuanchen. 

Ever since Perfected Xuanchen became the Valley Master, Blue Cloud Peak’s Peak Master instructed his 

disciples to draw a clear line between them and Admirable Sky Peak. Although Perfected Xuanchen was 

the current Peak Master, both Blue Cloud Peak and Water Cut Peak, with Full Moon Peak as their leader, 

completely ignored Perfected Xuanchen’s plans and even turned a deaf ear to Perfected Xuanchen’s 

orders. 

In Admirable Sky Peak, Yin Qingluo, Yan Shu, and others were watching the other disciples in the peak 

cultivate. 

Ever since their Master became the Valley Master, he had much less time to discipline his disciples, and 

disciples who became apprenticed to him earlier began to be responsible for the other disciples’ 

cultivation. 

“Junior Brother Sheng, do you feel better over the past two days?” Yin Qingluo looked at Sheng Qianyu 

and asked. 

“Thanks for your concern, Senior Sister Yin. I’m much better already.” Sheng Qianyu’s face flushed a 

little as he nodded. 

Yin Qingluo chuckled and turned to look at Yan Shu. “Senior Brother Yan, Eldest Senior Brother is not in 

the valley today. Senior Brother Qian and the rest left the valley to laze around too, and they pushed 

these things on us instead.” 



Yan Shu sighed helplessly. He was about to say something but saw a disciple rushing over anxiously. 

“Senior Brother Yan, Li Jingwen of Blue Cloud Peak suddenly came to our Admirable Sky Peak.” 

Yan Shu was slightly stunned. 

“Li Jingwen?” 

Yan Shu and Yin Qingluo exchanged a look immediately, seeing a trace of confusion in each other’s eyes. 

Li Jingwen was the top disciple of Blue Cloud Peak’s Peak Master and had never looked at Admirable Sky 

Peak’s disciples in the eye, much less step into the Admirable Sky Peak. Why did he suddenly run over to 

Admirable Sky Peak today then? 

“What is Li Jingwen here for?” Yin Qingluo asked with a frown. 

Yan Shu shook his head. “Blue Cloud Peak and our Admirable Sky Peak have been on bad terms for a 

long time. Li Jingwen’s skills improved greatly over the two years. Now that Eldest Senior Brother is not 

here, we must be more careful.” 

Li Jingwen’s skills were not to be trifled with. Among all the Admirable Sky Peak disciples, Gu Yihan was 

the only one who could contend with him. 

Yin Qingluo nodded. 

As they conversed, Li Jingwen had already walked over with some people behind him. 

When Yin Qingluo and Yan Shu saw the Blue Cloud Peak disciples following behind Li Jingwen, their 

brows furrowed automatically. 

“Aren’t those disciples the fellows who wanted to snag Junior Brother Sheng’s item? Why are they here 

as well?” Yin Qingluo frowned as an inauspicious feeling rose within her. 
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The Admirable Sky Peak disciples had only heard that Ye Qingtang used the back door to be apprenticed 

to the Valley Master and that her spirit root was not as good as some ordinary disciples. 

They did not have any ties with Ye Qingtang from the start, and now that they saw Ye Qingtang stirring 

these troubles, many Admirable Sky Peak disciples felt conflicted about that new Valley Master’s 

disciple. 

Only Sheng Qianyu showed a trace of nervousness and bewilderment. 

Others did not know why Ye Qingtang offended these Blue Cloud Peak people, but he was more than 

clear. 

Ye Qingtang clearly did it for him… 

However, never would Sheng Qianyu have thought that this matter would actually offend Blue Cloud 

Peak’s top disciple, Li Jingwen. 



It should be known that Li Jingwen was extremely skilled, and in the entire Admirable Sky Peak, only 

their eldest senior brother, Gu Yihan, could contend against him. 

“No… Senior Brother Ye… Senior Brother Ye…” Sheng Qianyu tried to explain to the other disciples 

beside him, but he did not have any presence in the peak, and no one would hear him with all their 

attention focused on Li Jingwen. 

Yan Shu knew Li Jingwen’s motive of coming here, but he tried to maintain a calm expression on his 

face. 

“We will let Junior Brother Ye know about this. When he returns, he will find you to give you an 

explanation.” 

“Let him know?” Li Jingwen arched his brows as he sized up Yan Shu. 

“This is how Perfected Xuanchen teaches his disciples? Since you Admirable Sky Peak does not have any 

regard for Blue Cloud Peak, there’s no need for us to be polite anymore.” 

Once Li Jingwen finished his sentence, his left hand suddenly balled into a fist and crashed into Yan Shu’s 

chest. 

Yan Shu did not expect Li Jingwen to strike suddenly and was completely defenseless. Moreover, Li 

Jingwen’s skills were above his, and his fist directly landed on Yan Shu’s chest, which sent him flying out. 

“Senior Brother Yan!” Yin Qingluo did not think that Li Jingwen would be so truculent and unreasonable. 

When she saw Yan Shu collapse on the ground and struggling to stand up, she instinctively clutched onto 

the sword at her waist. 

“Junior Sister Yin… Do not!” Yan Shu supported himself up with difficulty and hurriedly stopped Yin 

Qingluo from attacking. 

The knuckles of Yin Qingluo’s hand which gripped the sword whitened. 

“Your Admirable Sky Peak is impertinent in this matter first. Since you all can attack disciples from other 

peaks in the valley so casually, you all should be able to tolerate these yourselves, right?” Li Jingwen 

laughed coldly. Looking at Yin Qingluo who wanted to unsheathe her sword, there was no regret on his 

face, and he was more arrogant instead. 

“Li Jingwen! Don’t go too far in bullying others!” Yin Qingluo gritted her teeth as she glared at Li 

Jingwen. It was clearly their Blue Cloud Peak disciples who caused troubles over and over again, but they 

were playing the blame game now! 

“Go too far in bullying others? I am bullying you all today. So what?” A sneer flashed across Li Jingwen’s 

eyes. Anyways, his Master had been dissatisfied with Perfected Xuanchen for a long time, and he could 

use this opportunity to teach the Admirable Sky Peak people a lesson. There was nothing to be scared 

of! 

Then, Li Jingwen suddenly attacked Yin Qingluo. 

Yin Qingluo unsheathed her sword immediately, but Li Jingwen’s skills were way above hers. Before she 

could make a move, Li Jingwen had already kicked Yin Qingluo away. 
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A sneer emerged on Li Jingwen’s face when he saw the Admirable Sky Peak disciples unsheathe their 

swords. In the entire Admirable Sky Peak, only the top disciple, Gu Yihan, could defeat him. 

Now that Perfected Xuanchen became the acting Valley Master and had the intention of training Gu 

Yihan to be the next Peak Master of Admirable Sky Peak, even if Gu Yihan was present today, given Gu 

Yihan’s identity, it was inconvenient for him to interfere in the “learning exchange” between disciples. 

“Great. I’ll teach you all a good lesson today.” A cold glint flashed across Li Jingwen’s eyes, and he 

immediately drew his sword out before charging towards the Admirable Sky Peak disciples. 

The other Blue Cloud Peak disciples had a proud look when they saw Li Jingwen striking. 

Li Jingwen’s skills were amazing and were not what these ordinary Admirable Sky Peak disciples could 

contend against. 

In just the blink of an eye, many disciples were beaten to the ground by Li Jingwen. 

Yan Shu and Yin Qingluo were about to attack Li Jingwen when they saw the sight. 

“Call Eldest Senior Brother over quickly.” Before Yin Qingluo attacked, she immediately grabbed an 

Admirable Sky Peak disciple and said. 

Gu Yihan was not in the peak today, and Li Jingwen had already attacked. Only by calling Eldest Senior 

Brother back could they suppress Li Jingwen. 

After hearing that, that disciple hurried off to search for Gu Yihan. 

Yin Qingluo and Yan Shu joined hands and blocked Li Jingwen’s move directly, giving the other disciples 

who were injured by Li Jingwen the chance for a breather. 

“Li Jingwen, are you here today just to stir up trouble?” Yin Qingluo berated. 

Li Jingwen’s brows were cocked up slightly as he scoffed. “So what if I am? Since Ye Chen from your 

Admirable Sky Peak can injure my Blue Cloud Peak disciples, why can’t I beat you all up?” 

As he spoke, Li Jingwen directly launched an attack at Yin Qingluo’s face. 

“Careful, Junior Sister Yin!” Yan Shu pulled Yin Qingluo over and used his sword to block Li Jingwen’s 

attack. 

However, a loud clank erupted when they clashed, and a cut was slashed on Yan Shu’s fingers from the 

impact. 

In just an instant, Yin Qingluo and Yan Shu were locked in combat with Li Jingwen. 

The other Admirable Sky Peak disciples were extremely anxious as they watched. Given their skills, they 

were simply not Li Jingwen’s opponent, and over ten people were injured by Li Jingwen in a short while 

just now. 



“Where’s Ye Chen? This matter is started by him, but he is nowhere to be found and implicated us to 

suffer for nothing!” 

The Admirable Sky Peak disciples’ expressions were extremely ugly when they saw the sight. 

If Ye Qingtang did not offend the Blue Cloud Peak people, why would they be implicated? 

Sheng Qianyu was extremely anxious. He was the clearest about the cause of this incident and was even 

more anxious when he heard the others complaining about Ye Qingtang. However, no one would listen 

no matter how much he explained now. 

When Sheng Qianyu saw that Yin Qingluo and Yan Shu could not defeat Li Jingwen, he gritted his teeth 

quietly and immediately charged forward. 

It was already extremely strenuous for Yin Qingluo and Yan Shu to focus on receiving Li Jingwen’s 

moves, and there were many injuries on them by then. Before they could react in time, they suddenly 

saw Sheng Qianyu rushing in. 

“Junior Brother Sheng!” 

Yin Qingluo was alarmed. 

Sheng Qianyu was already in front of Li Jingwen. 

Li Jingwen did not even bat Sheng Qianyu an eye and slashed at Sheng Qianyu with a sword directly. 

That attack struck Sheng Qianyu’s shoulder, and a cut that was half a meter deep extended from his 

shoulder to his body. 
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In an instant, there was blood spurting out! 

Scarlet blood scattered down as if it was raining. 

Shock was etched all over Sheng Qianyu’s fair and clear face. The excruciating pain on his shoulder 

pierced through his nerves. He looked at Li Jingwen wide-eyed as his body crashed on the ground. 

Li Jingwen looked at Sheng Qianyu coldly without a slight trace of pity in his eyes. 

He was just a mere ordinary disciple in a peak, yet he still dared to come forward. If this was not 

courting death, what was? 

Yin Qingluo and Yan Shu were appalled when they saw Sheng Qianyu on the ground. 

“You Admirable Sky Peak disciples really don’t have any manners. An ordinary disciple also wished to 

come up and court death…” Li Jingwen let out a chuckle, contempt evident in his tone. He flicked the 

remaining blood on his blade away and pointed his sword at Yin Qingluo and Yan Shu. 

“Which of you wants to be next?” 



“You!” Yin Qingluo’s expression was extremely ugly as she gritted her teeth, wanting to behead the 

wildly-arrogant Li Jingwen. 

However… 

“Junior Sister Yin, back down.” A deep voice suddenly rang. 

Yin Qingluo and the rest turned around to see that… Gu Yihan was already behind them from some time 

ago. 

“Eldest Senior Brother…” Aggrieve and refusal filled Yin Qingluo eyes as she looked at Gu Yihan who 

appeared suddenly. 

Gu Yihan walked to Li Jingwen’s front. When he saw Sheng Qianyu, who collapsed on the ground and 

was bleeding profusely, his brows furrowed. 

“Bring him to receive treatment.” 

The other Admirable Sky Peak disciples hurriedly came forward upon hearing that, wanting to bring 

Sheng Qianyu away from the scene. 

Sheng Qianyu was already fuzzy by then as he vaguely saw Gu Yihan’s figure. When he was carried past 

Gu Yihan, he suddenly reached for Gu Yihan’s sleeves with his blood-filled hands. 

“Eldest… Eldest Senior Brother… This matter… has… nothing to do… with Senior… Brother Ye… He… He 

did it… for me…” 

Sheng Qianyu’s hands trembled as he looked at Gu Yihan with a strain. 

There was a look of seriousness in Gu Yihan’s eyes. He slowly pulled Sheng Qianyu’s hand away and 

nodded at the disciples supporting Sheng Qianyu. 

Then, Sheng Qianyu, who was losing consciousness, was brought away. 

There was not a slight trace of fear on Li Jingwen’s face as he looked at Gu Yihan, who suddenly 

appeared, and his lips curled up instead. 

Gu Yihan looked at Li Jingwen coldly with narrowed eyes. 

At this instant, the Admirable Sky Peak disciples were extremely expectant as they looked at Gu Yihan’s 

back view. It was as though they had a pillar at this very moment, and they dearly hoped that their 

Eldest Senior Brother could return them justice. 

However… 

Gu Yihan took a deep breath, forcefully suppressing the anger in him, and looked at Li Jingwen. “Junior 

Brother Li, are you done causing trouble?” 

Li Jingwen shrugged and said, “Senior Brother Gu, what you said does not make sense. How is it that I 

caused trouble today? If Ye Chen from your Admirable Sky Peak did not attack first that day, why would I 

come to Admirable Sky Peak to seek justice for my junior brothers?” 



When Li Jingwen said that, the Blue Cloud Peak disciples who came with him immediately put on a weak 

front. 

When the Admirable Sky Peak disciples saw those Blue Cloud Peak disciples feigning frailness, they 

almost could not stop themselves from running forward and skinning them alive. 
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Weren’t they very arrogant and flaunting their prowess when they were behind Li Jingwen just now? 

Yet they were acting pitiful now?! 

“Eldest Senior Brother, for this matter…” Yin Qingluo wanted to say something to Gu Yihan when she 

saw how shameless Li Jingwen and the other Blue Cloud Peak disciples were. 

However, Gu Yihan raised his hand and stopped Yin Qingluo from finishing her sentence. 

“Junior Brother Li, Ye Chen is not in the valley today. When he returns, I will interrogate him myself. If 

you don’t have anything else today, you can head back first, Junior Brother Li,” Gu Yihan said coldly. As 

he finished speaking, his hand that hung beside him seemed to touch the sword handle at his waist 

casually. 

Li Jingwen sharply noticed Gu Yihan’s action, and his eyes flickered. 

If Gu Yihan really attacked, he was probably not Gu Yihan’s opponent. 

Li Jingwen pondered for a moment and finally said, “Since that is what you want, I’ll give you face today. 

However, my junior brothers sustained rather heavy injuries. Ye Chen attacked first and has to give our 

Blue Cloud Peak an explanation no matter what. In addition, he has to compensate for the loss of my 

junior brothers.” 

“I’ll relay the message,” Gu Yihan said in a deep tone. 

Li Jingwen smiled as he reached his objective. Subsequently, he turned around and led those Blue Cloud 

Peak disciples away, not forgetting to leave a sentence before leaving. 

“Senior Brother Gu, your Admirable Sky Peak disciples are merely like that… Haha.” 

Yin Qingluo clenched her teeth tightly as she watched Li Jingwen and the rest leave. 

“Eldest Senior Brother, why did you let them go just like that? They injured so many Admirable Sky Peak 

disciples. Do we let them off just like that?!” Yin Qingluo could no longer hold herself back. 

Gu Yihan looked at the exasperated Yin Qingluo, who burst into a fury, but he did not say anything. 

Then, he looked at those injured Admirable Sky Peak disciples, and a constrained expression was 

increasingly evident in his eyes. 

“Do you think this only involves the Blue Cloud Peak?” Gu Yihan asked. 

Yin Qingluo was slightly stunned. 



Yan Shu sighed helplessly and patted Yin Qingluo’s shoulder. “Junior Sister Yin, Eldest Senior Brother has 

his own reasons for doing this.” 

He paused for a moment and continued, 

“Blue Cloud Peak and Water Cut Peak have always been on friendly terms with Full Moon Peak, which is 

the most powerful peak in Falling Sky Valley. When Master became the acting Valley Master back then, 

it attracted the dissatisfaction of the Peak Masters of these three peaks. Full Moon Peak’s Peak Master 

has been trying to find a chance to launch an attack on Master, but as of now, it was to no avail.” 

“Master did not want us to stir troubles because he did not want to ruin the harmony in Falling Sky 

Valley. If this matter is blown up, Water Cut Peak and Full Moon Peak would also participate in this, 

much less Blue Cloud Peak. By then, Falling Sky Valley would be chaotic. Eldest Senior Brother also had 

no choice but to do this…” Yan Shu’s tone was rather helpless. Taking the big picture into consideration, 

they, Admirable Sky Peak disciples, could only give in to others again and again. 

Yin Qingluo pursed her lips. Although she understood the reason for this, this injustice stifled her. 

“Do we have to keep conniving them just like that!” Yin Qingluo threw her sword on the ground 

furiously and left. Although she knew that this was a stop-gap measure, how could she swallow this 

grievance down! 

Yan Shu felt extremely helpless as he watched Yin Qingluo leave. However, he adjusted his emotions 

very quickly and told Gu Yihan. “Eldest Senior Brother, you can do whatever you need to do first. I can 

settle the things here.” 
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Gu Yihan nodded his head silently. 

The Admirable Sky Peak disciples were originally boiling with anger because of Li Jingwen, but now, they 

felt powerless after hearing what Yan Shu said. 

“Li Jingwen is simply relying on the fact that Water Cut Peak and Full Moon Peak are backing Blue Cloud 

Peak. They are merely emboldened by the support.” 

“Valley Master has just taken up the post and has his own worries.” 

“In the end, it’s all Ye Chen’s fault. Although other peaks stirred trouble occasionally, it didn’t blow up so 

big like this.” 

“Who said it isn’t? It was already an exception for him to be apprenticed to the Valley Master. He has 

only entered the valley for a while, yet he has already caused such huge trouble for our Admirable Sky 

Peak and implicated so many fellow disciples. It would be better for such an ill-mannered person to be 

kicked out of the valley as soon as possible.” 

The disciples did not dare to make any dissent about the Valley Master and thus vented their 

unhappiness on Ye Qingtang. 



Those who were already displeased with Ye Qingtang using other means to be apprenticed to Perfected 

Xuanchen were even more irritated with her now. 

“Stop talking already. Hurry up and treat your injuries if you have to. For the others, continue on with 

your cultivation,” Yan Shu said with a headache. He also sustained plenty of injuries earlier on and was 

also very vexed currently. 

… 

Ye Qingtang went to the Bliss Forging Workshop to talk with Master Du about the Dragon Vein, but he 

was not present today. Then, she asked Du Sheng to relay the message to Master Du and returned to 

Falling Sky Valley. 

However… 

The moment she stepped into Admirable Sky Peak, she sensed that there was something off with the 

atmosphere. 

While the peak’s disciples were not friendly to her previously, they still forced a greeting on account that 

she was Perfected Xuanchen’s disciple. Yet, currently… 

As Ye Qingtang walked in Admirable Sky Peak, she saw that all the disciples did not utter a word to her 

and that they looked at her with intense repulsion and resentment. 

What happened? 

She only went out for half a day, yet why do the Admirable Sky Peak disciples look at her as though they 

wanted to devour her? 

When she arrived at the cultivation field, she smelled a faint smell of blood. The instant some injured 

disciples saw her, their eyes shot her a sharp look. 

“Junior Brother Ye, you’re back.” Yan Shu, who was guiding the disciples in their cultivation, saw that Ye 

Qingtang returned and immediately walked to her. 

“Senior Brother Yan, what happened… to you?” Ye Qingtang’s eyes were filled with shock when she saw 

Yan Shu, who had bruises on his face and a bandaged arm. 

What happened to Yan Shu? 

Why is he injured all over? 

Yan Shu’s expression stiffened a little. Taking a deep breath, he said, “Li Jingwen from the Blue Cloud 

Peak came here just now.” 

“Li Jingwen?” Ye Qingtang arched a brow. She knew of Li Jingwen from her previous life. He was the top 

disciple of Blue Cloud Peak’s Peak Master and had a frivolous and arrogant nature. A few years later, Li 

Jingwen’s skills advanced by leaps and bounds to the point that he even showed signs of surpassing Gu 

Yihan. 

“That’s right. He came to Admirable Sky Peak to find you for you to give him an explanation.” Yan Shu 

nodded. 



“What explanation should I give him?” Ye Qingtang chuckled. 

Perhaps, it was this chuckle that ignited the Admirable Sky Peak disciples’ displeasure. A disciple with 

bruises on his face immediately stopped cultivating and darted to Ye Qingtang’s front. 

“Why are you still acting innocent here? If you didn’t injure those Blue Cloud Peak disciples that day, 

why would Li Jingwen come today?” 
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Ye Qingtang was blanking out. 

That disciple continued venting. “Do you know how many fellow disciples suffered just because you 

attacked them that day? Li Jingwen came knocking on our door today but could not find you, so he beat 

up so many of fellow disciples. Even Senior Sister Yin and Senior Brother Yan were injured by him, yet 

you still…” 

“Don’t talk anymore.” Yan Shu stopped that disciple with a low voice. 

However, Ye Qingtang heard each and every word. 

In just a moment, the smile on Ye Qingtang’s face disappeared without a trace. 

“Senior Brother Yan, what happened exactly?” Ye Qingtang asked Yan Shu. 

Yan Shu hesitated for a moment. Knowing that Ye Qingtang would know about this matter sooner or 

later, he no longer hid it and told Ye Qingtang everything about Li Jingwen coming to cause trouble. 

“We are still okay, but Junior Brother Sheng’s injuries are more severe, and he still hasn’t regained 

consciousness…” 

Coldness flashed across Ye Qingtang’s eyes, and she narrowed her eyes. All of a sudden, she turned 

around and walked away. 

An Admirable Sky Peak disciple scorned. “He knows that he caused trouble now and wants to hide now.” 

Stupefied, Yan Shu said immediately, “Junior Brother Ye, where are you going?” 

Ye Qingtang paused in her tracks but did not look back. 

“Didn’t Li Jingwen want me to give him an explanation? I’m going to give him an ‘explanation’.” 

Then, Ye Qingtang immediately headed towards Blue Cloud Peak. 

Yan Shu felt a little complicated upon hearing that. If Ye Qingtang could swallow her pride and apologize 

to Li Jingwen, perhaps this matter could be over. 

It was just that… 

When he thought of Li Jingwen’s actions today, Yan Shu’s heart could not be at ease: Even if Ye Qingtang 

apologized, Li Jingwen would probably not accept it so easily. 



Although Yan Shu did not like this new junior brother, he could not leave him alone either. He directly 

ordered other disciples to cultivate by themselves, and he wanted to chase after Ye Qingtang. 

“Senior Brother Yan, why do you still care about him? Isn’t this trouble that he caused for us big 

enough?” a disciple said resentfully. 

Yan Shu did not reply and directly chased after Ye Qingtang. 

The silver wolf beside Ye Qingtang clearly sensed a trace of murderous air from Ye Qingtang. 

The little white tiger snickered. 

“The Admirable Sky Peak disciples are extremely foolish. Do they really think that everything will subside 

just by exercising forbearance? In my opinion… this Falling Sky Valley is also as messy as a pot of 

porridge. By making concessions like that, that Perfected Xuanchen is merely inflating the morale of 

other peaks.” 

Ye Qingtang did not say anything and walked straight to Blue Cloud Peak. 

On the Blue Cloud Peak, a group of Blue Cloud Peak disciples were gathered together in between the 

breaks of cultivation to chat. 

“You all didn’t see how impressive our Eldest Senior Brother was at Admirable Sky Peak. Those 

Admirable Sky Peak disciples didn’t even dare to let out a fart in front of Eldest Senior Brother and were 

extremely fearful like cowards.” 

“That’s right. With just their dilettantish skills, how are they Eldest Senior Brother’s opponent? Yin 

Qingluo and Yan Shu joined forces but could not even counterattack when they fought Eldest Senior 

Brother. So much for being Perfected Xuanchen’s disciples.” 

“Admirable Sky Peak’s Gu Yihan came, but what’s the use? Even when he saw his fellow disciples being 

beaten up, didn’t he still have to be polite and courteous? That’s unlike our Eldest Senior Brother who 

directly charged there after knowing that we suffered. That’s called impressive!” 
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The disciples who followed Li Jingwen to Admirable Sky Peak today recounted Li Jingwen’s impressive 

manner to their fellow disciples, who listened with great interest. 

“Luckily, that Ye Chen is not in the valley today. Otherwise, if Eldest Senior Brother shot a look at him, he 

would probably pee in his pants from fear.” 

“Haha… It really is like what Eldest Senior Brother said. Admirable Sky Peak disciples are merely like 

that…” 

Just as the Blue Cloud Peak disciples were gathered together, a figure suddenly arrived at Blue Cloud 

Peak. 

Those disciples who were still chatting immediately stopped talking when they saw the elegant figure in 

front of them. 



“Ye Chen!” A Blue Cloud Peak disciple who was beaten up by Ye Qingtang before recognized Ye 

Qingtang with a look. 

Then, the Blue Cloud Peak disciples looked at Ye Qingtang with daggers in their eyes. 

“Ye Chen, what are you doing here at Blue Cloud Peak?” 

“Why? Have you thought it through? Do you know that you’re in the wrong already? So you came here 

to apologize?” 

“Haha… You’re sensible. If you still don’t know what’s good for you, our Eldest Senior Brother will ‘take 

good care’ of you.” 

The Blue Cloud Peak disciples were extremely arrogant. Looking at Ye Qingtang who came to them 

herself, they immediately thought that she was frightened out of her wits by their Eldest Senior 

Brother’s actions and that she rushed over frantically to apologize. 

Ye Qingtang looked at the Blue Cloud Peak disciples coldly, and a slight sneer seemed to play on her lips. 

“Where’s Li Jingwen?” 

“Fellow, you wish to meet our Eldest Senior Brother? Do you have the qualifications to?” 

“Since you’re here to apologize, you should have an apologetic attitude. Where do you think this is? This 

is Blue Cloud Peak. We don’t care whose disciple you are. In our Blue Cloud Peak, who do you think you 

are? How dare you call our Eldest Senior Brother’s name!” 

A few Blue Cloud Peak disciples remarked cynically. 

Hearing the Blue Cloud Peak disciples’ scorns from afar, Yan Shu picked up his pace and hurried to Ye 

Qingtang’s side. 

“Junior Brother Ye.” 

He originally intended for Ye Qingtang to apologize to Li Jingwen and those Blue Cloud Peak disciples 

symbolically, but he did not expect Ye Qingtang to go to Blue Cloud Peak personally. The scornful 

comments of those Blue Cloud Peak disciples were especially jarring, and he only hoped that Ye 

Qingtang could put an end to this matter quickly. This matter would be over if she just endured it for a 

moment. 

However… 

Ye Qingtang swept a cold glance at those incessant Blue Cloud Peak disciples, and a glint passed her 

eyes. “Tell Li Jingwen to get the hell out.” 

The Blue Cloud Peak disciples were stunned to hear what Ye Qingtang said. 

Even Yan Shu’s face froze for a moment as well. 

She… 

What did she say? 



Tell Li Jingwen to get the hell out? 

Is she not here to apologize? 

Yan Shu sensed that there seemed to be something wrong, but before he could say anything, the Blue 

Cloud Peak disciples exploded in anger. 

“What a great Ye Chen! How dare you speak so wildly in our Blue Cloud Peak! Your skin must be really 

itching!” 

“Why? Your Admirable Sky Peak disciples are not beaten up enough by our Eldest Senior Brother? 

You’re here to ask for a beating?” 

They had seen people who did not want their lives anymore, but not one who was so hurried to court 

death. 

This Ye Chen was actually so bold to provoke them on their Blue Cloud Peak turf! 

Then, the Blue Cloud Peak disciples’ expression darkened immediately, and they immediately charged at 

Ye Qingtang with swords wielded in their hands. 
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Seeing that there was something wrong with the situation, Yan Shu instinctively pulled Ye Qingtang 

back. 

He originally thought that she was here to apologize and did not think that this fellow would be so hot-

tempered. She was clearly here to start a fight! 

However, before Yan Shu could pull Ye Qingtang, a snicker suddenly sounded. 

“Everyone, stop.” 

When the Blue Cloud Peak disciples heard that, they stopped whatever they were doing immediately 

and looked in the direction of the sound. 

Li Jingwen was actually standing there since some time ago. With hands behind him, his lips curled into a 

scoff as he looked straight at Ye Qingtang, who was standing not far away. 

“I was wondering which reckless person dared to come to the Blue Cloud Peak to cause a ruckus.” Li 

Jingwen scoffed coldly. 

Yan Shu’s heart sank immediately when he saw Li Jingwen. 

He originally wanted to bring Ye Qingtang away quickly. He did not think that he was still one step late 

as Li Jingwen was already here. 

Yan Shu knew that there was trouble when he saw Li Jingwen. 

When Li Jingwen was in Admirable Sky Peak, his attacks were already ruthless. Now, they were on Blue 

Cloud Peak’s turf, and Ye Qingtang was impudent. He was afraid that… 



“Senior Brother Li.” Yan Shu suppressed his worry and hurriedly greeted before Ye Qingtang said 

anything. 

Li Jingwen cast a nonchalant look at Yan Shu. When he caught sight of the bruise on Yan Shu’s face, he 

smiled faintly. “What is it? Junior Brother Yan, was our inter-disciple learning not enough? So you 

brought people here to continue seeking torture?” 

Yan Shu’s expression darkened. Based on skills, he was indeed not Li Jingwen’s opponent, but no one 

would feel good to be publicly ridiculed by Li Jingwen. 

Yan Shu took a deep breath, straining himself to calm down the anger in him. 

“Senior Brother Li, you’ve misunderstood. Ye Chen just returned and knew that what he did previously 

was wrong. Thus, he is here to give you an explanation.” 

“He is Ye Chen?” Li Jingwen raised a brow as he swept a look at the handsome young man behind Yan 

Shu. A trace of mockery flashed across his eyes as he said, “Explanation? No matter how I see, he 

doesn’t seem to be here to give me an explanation?” 

A few Blue Cloud Peak disciples immediately gathered to Li Jingwen’s side. 

“Eldest Senior Brother. This Ye Chen is not here to apologize and is clearly here to cause trouble. He still 

shouted for you to get the hell out here.” 

“For me to get the hell out?” Li Jingwen’s expression darkened immediately, and he shot a sharp look 

straight at Ye Qingtang. 

Yan Shu hurriedly explained. “Junior Brother Ye is young. If he offended you, please don’t take offense, 

Senior Brother Li.” 

“Junior Brother Yan, I know that this Ye Chen is the disciple who your Master just accepted. Since he has 

become a Falling Sky Valley disciple, he is no longer a kid. Does he not know how to say a single word? 

Do you have to take the trouble on his behalf? If he is this useless, what did Perfected Xuanchen accept 

him for?” Li Jingwen chuckled and said right after. “Oh. It was a slip of the tongue. This fellow could be 

apprenticed to Perfected Xuanchen not because of his mouth or his skills but because he offered a gift 

that satisfied Perfected Xuanchen…” 

Yan Shu’s expression turned ugly immediately. He could tolerate anything but not any slander towards 

Perfected Xuanchen. 

“Senior Brother Li…” 

Li Jingwen suddenly raised a hand and cut Yan Shu’s sentence. “Ye Chen, is it? You injured several Blue 

Cloud Peak disciples previously. If you publicly kowtow to them, admit your mistakes, and compensate 

them with some elixirs, this matter can be considered to be over. If you’re unwilling, as a senior brother, 

I will not mind to teach you since Admirable Sky Peak does not know how to teach their disciples.” 

 


